
Foster’s Dye Sub On-A-Roll® Lifter’s counterweight design has a low clearance of 1” with no  
front fork extensions to interfere with loading rolls into the calendaring machine. It provides  
motorized lifting/manual movement. Rechargeable battery plugs into any standard outlet.

• Load Capacity: 600 lbs. 
• Load Center: 13”
• Raised Height: 62”
• Load Height: 5”

Dimensions  

• Without Arms: 80”H x 27” W x 50 3/4” L
• With Arms retracted: 80”H x 78” W x 36” L

• With Arms extended: 80”H x 134 ½” W x 36” L

Two fixed front casters, 2 rear swivel casters
• Wheel Diameter: 5” x 5”
• Shipping Weight:1200 lbs. 
• 600 lb. counterweight ballasts included 

Features
• Lifting speed: 5” per second
• Arms adjust from 72” W to 126” W
• Heavy-duty C100 foot operated floor lock
• Heavy-duty 12V battery
• 3 position “Comfort Cushion” push handle

LIFTER

The Power Dye Sub On-A-Roll® Lifter and Spindle Trolley are essential tools for streamlining  
the handling of freshly printed rolls of fabric and transfer paper in the dye sublimation printing process.  
The system eliminates the need for multiple personnel, as one individual can operate it.

Foster’s motorized Lifter and Spindle Trolley work in tandem to prevent ink bleeds and smearing, which 
can result from pressure or contact during handling. The retractable telescoping arms hold the roll spindles 
securely, ensuring no direct contact with the printed material.

Safety latches on the trolley hooks prevent accidental dislodging of the spindle and media roll during 
transportation. Additionally, a foam pad lines the media pocket, providing a protective cushion to prevent 
dents or impressions from hard surfaces that could lead to ink bleed.

NEW! Power Dye Sub  
On-A-Roll® Lifter  & Spindle Trolley

SPINDLE  
TROLLEY

For more information and to see Foster’s entire line of Lifters, visit us at go-foster.com

Warranty: 
• 2-Year Warranty on mechanical parts
• 5-year Warranty on cross bars and frame
• 90-day Warranty on battery, charger, and electronics

Specifications:Specifications:

Model #61539 Dye Sub On-A-Roll® Lifter
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Place the freshly printed roll onto the padded pocket of 
the Spindle Trolley, which accommodates rolls up to 15” 
in diameter and 126” wide. The padding extends 1” over 
each tray edge to prevent bumping against its pocket.

 There are 4 simple steps for using Foster’s Dye Sub On-A-Roll® Lifter  There are 4 simple steps for using Foster’s Dye Sub On-A-Roll® Lifter 

and Trolley from print to finish :and Trolley from print to finish :

STEP 1:

Remove the spindle from the media roll and 
place it in the open spindle pocket.

STEP 2:

Insert the other spindle into the media roll. 

STEP 3:

Use the Power Dye Sub On-A-Roll® Lifter to pick up the roll with the spindle and load it into the 
calendaring machine. The lifter arms are adjustable to hold rolls from 72” to 126” long. The safety latches 
on the hook arms secure the spindle to prevent it from falling out during transport. 

STEP 4:

Model #61538 Dye Spindle Trolley

The Spindle Trolley stores everything in one spot —  no more laying spindles on the ground or leaning 
against the wall or other machines. It has three pockets on a steel frame with a weight capacity of 500 lbs. 
It has 4 swivel casters, is 84” long, and fits between the arms of the lifter when extended from 84” to 126”.

• Load Capacity: 500 lbs.
• Dimensions: 84” L x 24.7” W x 31”H
• Wheel Diameter: 4”
• Casters: 4 locking swivel casters
• Shipping Weight: 265 lbs.

Specifications:Specifications:
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